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MIDI Pattern Sequencer
MIDI Pattern Sequencer
IR Learning Remote
Device Module Programmer
MP3 Player
with SD Card and TI MSP430 Processor
MP3 Player
with SD Card and TI MSP430 Processor
IR Whiteboard
using Wii Camera and Microchip Processor
Standalone Word Processor with SD Card and AVR Processor
Schmidt Hub Power Supply
Bicycle Wheel Hub Dynamo with AVR Processor
Schmidt Hub Power Supply
Bicycle Wheel Hub Dynamo with AVR Processor
Schmidt Hub Power Supply
Bicycle Wheel Hub Dynamo with AVR Processor
Schmidt Hub Power Supply
Bicycle Wheel Hub Dynamo with AVR Processor
MIDI Bass Music Trainer
GPS Unit with Graphic LCD
Color Sensing and Replication with ATmega328 AVR Processor
Device Programmer
MP3 Player